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ECE 5625/4625
Communication Systems I

Spring Semester 2020

Instructor: Dr. Mark Wickert Office: EN292 Phone: 255-3500
mwickert@uccs.edu Fax: 255-3589
http://www.eas.uccs.edu/~mwickert/ece5625

Office Hrs: Tue/Thurs 2:15–3:00 PM + 4:20–5:00 PM + other times by appointment  

Required 
Text:

R. Ziemer and W. Tranter, Principles of Communications, seventh edition,
Wiley, 2014 (ISBN-13: 978-1118078914). I recommend the e-book version to
save money. I have full course notes available on the course Web Site.

Optional 
Text:

M.A. Wickert, Signals and Systems for Dummies, Wiley, 2013. Useful for Fou-
rier theory review and worked examples, including the use of Python (PyLab).

Optional 
Software:

Scientific Python via the Jupyter Notebook (installed with https://ana-
conda.org/anaconda/python). The ECE PC Lab also has Anaconda  installed
and Pandoc and MikTeX for PDF output from the notebook. See the second
page of the syllabus. Mathematica, available to UCCS students (see course
Web Site), is also very useful.

Grading: 1.) Graded short quizzes and/or homework assignments total 20%.
2.) Computer project(s) worth 20%.
3.) Two “Hour” exams at 15% each, 30% total.
4.) Final exam worth 30%.

Drop Date The last day to drop is April 3, the Friday after Spring break week.

Topics Text Sections

1. Introduction and Course Overview Notes

2. Signal and linear system review and introduction to new top-
ics including generalized Fourier series, autocorrelation func-
tion, power spectrum, Hilbert transform and sampling theory

2.1–2.8, 2.10

3. Basic modulation techniques: DSB, AM, SSB, and digital-
pulse modulation and multiplexing

Chapter 3 + 
Notes

4. Basic modulation techniques: FM, PM, analog pulse modula-
tion, and more multiplexing techniques

Chapter 4 + 
Notes

5. Baseband digital data transmission and an overview of digital 
modulation techniques

Chapter 5
+ Notes

6. Noise sources and calculations Appendix A

https://anaconda.org/anaconda/python
https://anaconda.org/anaconda/python
https://pandoc.org/index.html
https://miktex.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Principles-Communications-7th-Rodger-Ziemer-ebook/dp/B00JDRQHJ4/ref=mt_kindle?_encoding=UTF8&me=
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Installing  
Python & 
scikit-dsp-
comm

Download and Install the Anaconda Python 3.7+ Distribution: https://ana-
conda.org/anaconda/python. I recommend you have Anaconda configure
paths to the tools. This is not the default. Jupyter Notebook, QT Console, and
Jupyter Lab will be installed with the Anaconda distribution. Finish installa-
tion on Windows in Powershell by typing: conda init powershell. Follow the
Jupyter Lab link for more steps on getting this up. Finally, a very good alterna-
tive to the full Anaconda is miniconda and the use virtual environments. We
will talk about this in class, as it can save disk space and make reconfiguration
easier.
Download and Install the distributed version control application git: https://
git-scm.com/ on Windows systems (included on macOS and Linux). 
Optionally Download and Install a code development environment that also
integrates git version control such as Visual Studio Code (VS Code): https://
code.visualstudio.com/ or PyCharm Community Edition IDE for Python:
https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/. 
Clone and Install the package scikit-dsp-comm by following the GitHub
README page at: https://github.com/mwickert/scikit-dsp-comm. 
Maintain scikit-dsp-comm using git pull origin master (see the informa-
tion in the GitHub link). 

Optional 
Jupyter 
Notebook 
to PDF 
Conversion

The Jupyter notebook is the perfect place to write code, document code, write
text using markdown, import figures, and typeset math equations using
LaTeX syntax. To render a Jupyter notebook as a PDF document a few more
open source software components are needed:

• Install Pandoc for file conversion to LaTeX and other formats: https://
pandoc.org/index.html

• Install MikTeX for converting LaTeX documents to PDF on Windows:
https://miktex.org/

• When installing MikTeX be sure to choose the option to automatically
download needed LaTeX packages on-the-fly

• Install TeXLive for converting LaTeX documents to PDF on macOS and
Linux: https://www.tug.org/texlive/

• Install Inkscape for converting embedded SVG graphics in Jupyter note-
books via Pandoc to LaTeX and then PDF: https://inkscape.org/en/
release/0.92.2/. This gives you the ability to have nice looking graphics in
the notebook and easily convert to a PDF, using just the File: Download
Notebook menu item. On macOS you just install Inkscape. On Windows
you may have to manually tweak the registry to get Inkscape to properly
convert SVG graphics to PDF in the notebook conversion process. When
this is finally set up it is great.

• Install Typora: As an alternative to installing LaTeX (MikTeX or TeX-
Live), install the markdown editor Typora: https://typora.io/. Now you
can export as *.md and then open the file in Typora and save to PDF
directly. You can also do some nice file editing if need be.

https://git-scm.com/
https://git-scm.com/
https://github.com/mwickert/scikit-dsp-comm
https://anaconda.org/anaconda/python
https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/
https://pandoc.org/index.html
https://www.tug.org/texlive/
https://miktex.org/
https://typora.io/
https://typora.io/
https://inkscape.org/en/release/0.92.2/
https://github.com/jupyterlab/jupyterlab
https://docs.conda.io/projects/conda/en/latest/user-guide/install/download.html

